
Entry & Exit Strategies



AIMS & 
OBJECTIVES 

BY THE END OF THE SESSION 

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO

• Select the appropriate trading 

strategy to execute

• Be comfortable in identifying 

when a level has been broken and 

is now an entry point

• Understand where the stop loss 

should be placed

• Apply flexibility when entering and 

exiting the market for trade 

efficiency 

• Identify Market Conditions

• Analysing the Product

• Selecting the entry type 

• Exit Strategies

• Contingencies



IDENTIFYING MARKET 
CONDITIONS:

Before you place a trade you need to analyse the
prevailing market sentiment – is the bias bullish or
bearish and why?

• Check if monetary policy/ fundamental 
factors are driving the product in a certain 
direction.

• If technically driven, is there a longer term 
bias you should prioritise?

• Where are the nearest technical levels?

ANALYSING THE PRODUCT:

Each product will trade differently from another. 
Consider correlations, fundamental factors affecting 
each product and the way in which it reacts to 
technical levels etc. 

Example: The S&P is a ‘risk-on’ product which is best 
to trade in the afternoon when US traders come to 
their desks and volumes increase. Fundamentally it 
will be affected by monetary policy, other ‘risky’ 
assets and major economic data.

Immediately, we have an idea of the way we will 
manage the trade.  



PRODUCT 
ZONES

What is it?

Each product trades differently as each product will react to support and resistance

differently. Some products like to react dead on to a level where others will need

some “leeway”. We call this reaction to “zones” of support and resistance.

REMEMBER: a tick is the smallest tradeable increment. Case study: The EURUSD

has a “product zone” of 5 ticks to the entry and 5 ticks to the stop.
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N.B. that the central

line is the support or

resistance line. The

dotted line represents a

distance from the line,

creating a zone of

support or resistance.

We need this to gauge

the validity of our entry

and exit strategies.



ANALYSING 
PRODUCT 
ZONES

Product Name Entry allowance 

(Ticks)

Stop allowance

(Ticks)

S&P 500 4 4

NASDAQ 8 8

GBPUSD 6 6

JPYUSD 5 5

AUDUSD 4 4

EURUSD 5 5

GOLD 8 8

OIL 8 8

Below is a table of products traded here and also the entry and stop allowances for 

each. (Don’t forget if you are going short, the entry is below the resistance and the stop 

is above)



TYPES OF 
ENTRY 
STRATEGIES

Trend Continuation Strategy:

- The “Amplify Classic” entry

Range Strategies:

- Range entry long

- Range entry short



The Amplify 
Classic:
Going Long



Note: Price action must breach 
the zone before retracing lower to 
resistance now turned support

AMPLIFY CLASSIC: LONG



The Amplify 
Classic:
Going Short



Note: Price action must breach the zone 

before retracing higher to support now 

turned resistance

AMPLIFY CLASSIC: SHORT



AMPLIFY CLASSIC: STOP 
PLACEMENTClassic 

Long
Classic 
Short

Stop losses must be place at least behind the zone.



The Range Trade



RANGE ENTRY STRATEGY



RANGE: STOP PLACEMENT

Stop losses must be place at least behind the zone.



RANGE: STOP PLACEMENT

Stop losses must be place at least behind the zone.



RANGE: EXIT STRATEGY 



RANGE: EXIT STRATEGY

Going 
Long

Going 
Short



BEING FLUID 
WITH YOUR 
EXITS

The trader enters with a larger size initially and
targets 2010. Here we find resistance half way and the
trader removes 1 contract. The trader then faces 2
outcomes; either the momentum reverses and the
trader is forced to remove the other contract but,
most importantly, STILL IN PROFIT. The alternative is
that momentum continues to support the original
trade and thus the trade can either hold onto the
trade or even add to it. Note how all outcomes result
in profit (providing the original trade was correct)



CONCLUSION

Traders can use a multitude of entry strategies to enter 
the market

Ensure that the entry strategy is appropriate for the 
product you are trading and the type of market you are 
trading.

Ensure you know how you will manage a trade that uses 
single contracts and multiple contract sizes.


